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52% think the
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More than

7 in 10 nurses say they

waste valuable time attempting to
communicate with the right physician
for the particular situation

TROUBLE
CONNECTING

83% cite delayed patient

discharges and transitions as a result

INTERRUPTIONS
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of nurses
say they receive calls
from physicians that

Over half of nurses do not

always know the correct care
team member (e.g., physician,
nurse, therapist, etc.) to contact for
the given situation
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care delays
occur due
to delays in
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physicians receive
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team members that

physicians say

with nurses

True interprofessional collaboration can be accomplished
only in concert with other health professionals, not within the
nursing profession alone (IOM 2015).

How do we solve these problems?
WITH INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY THAT:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Standardizes communication across multiple systems
Integrates into clinical workflow
Focuses on improved care coordination
Offers the ability to communicate with nurses and the
broader care team

5. Improves care delivery
6. Frees the nurse for patient care and interaction
7. Improves patient engagement and experience

Call 866.844.5484 to schedule a
demo of PerfectServe Synchrony™.
perfectserve.com | @PerfectServe | 866.844.5484

All data used in this infographic came from various sources, as referenced in McCleerey,
M. (2016, April 19) Nursing Leadership Webinar Series: The next generation of care team
collaboration [Webinar]. Retrieved from https://youtu.be/pG8YgWDtGJ0.

